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1. INTRODUCTION 
In Refs [1-3] results have been presented concerning convergence with probability 1 of stochastic 
approximation procedures. The results were quoted with partial or without proofs. The aim of this 
paper is to provide the necessary tools for completion of the proofs and on their basis to be able 
to generate new results. The presentation of the proofs is unified and is based on the notion of 
a regular (discrete) M-process. 
It turns out that these processes have many interesting properties (amongst others, almost sure 
convergence to zero) under some simple conditions. 
The interesting fact is that from the main theorem concerning convergence of M-processes 
follows, after proper reformulation, the generalization of Kronecker's lemma (see Section 4 of this 
paper) which plays an important role in examining the properties of almost sure convergence of 
random variables. As is well-known, Kronecker's lemma has an implication stating that if certain 
series converge then some related sequences converge to zero. Our generalization has a form of 
equivalence (i.e. gives necessary and sufficient conditions) between convergence of the series 
(mentioned in Kronecker's lemma) and convergence of some sequences and some other series. 
Thus, this generalization can be useful in examining almost sure convergence of series and also 
strong laws of large numbers with weights and dependent summands. (See Theorem 5 and the 
following corollaries.) 
So, although the basic purpose of the paper is practical and auxiliary, it can be interesting by 
itself for those who work with almost sure convergence of random variables. 
2. BAS IC  DEF IN IT IONS AND THEIR  CONSEQUENCES 
Let (t'l, B, P) be fixed probability space on which all considered random variables are defined. 
In order to avoid complicated statements of the results let us introduce the following definition. 
Definition 1 
Let {d~}~ ;, ~ be a sequence of nonnegative random variables. Suppose there exists a random index 
N and two sequences of nonnegative random variables {2n},~, {En}, ~.~ such that 
supfi2i<~n~>ki=k a.s. ( l iminf2n>0) ,  (1) 
n 
Vi~=k2i.= ,~  ,0 a.s. (2) 
and 
V dn+l~<2,max(dn, e ) a.s. (3) 
n;~ N 
then {dn} will be called a (regular) M-process (M for majorized) with speed coefficients {2n} and 
majorant {E,}. 
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Remark 1 
Notice that every nonzero converging to zero sequence of random variables Yn is a M-process 
with speed coefficients 2. = I1.+ ~/Y. and majorant e. = Y]/Y.+l. 
Theorem 1 
Suppose {d.} is an M-process with speed coefficient {2.} and majorant {e.}, then 
lim sup dk sup I-I 2; ~< lim sup Ck sup 2~ . (4) 
k~o~ k, n~k i=k k~oz \n>~k 
Proof. Given in Ref. [3]. 
Corollary 1 
If a regular M-process {d,} with speed coefficients {2,} and majorant {E,} is such that 
3P(N~<~)=I  V 2,~<1 a.s., l im2,=l  a.s. 
N 1 n >~ N I 
then 
lim sup dk ~< lim sup Ek. 
Proof. Obvious. 
Corollary 2 
Any regular M-process converges to zero with probability 1 if its majorant converges to zero 
with probability 1. 
Theorem 2 
Let {d,} be a regular M-process with speed coefficients {2,} and majorant {E.}. If 
(1) E, ,0, in probability, 
and 
(2) 11 2i ,0 a.s., 
n~oo i=n--qn 
where {q.} is such sequence of integers uch that 
V q.F sup P(E,~>6)] ,0 
S>O [_i~n--qn 
then process {d,} converges to zero in probability on the set 
A ={o~:limsuPek(o9)<~} i.e., V P({d.>~}fqA) ,0. 
6>0 t l~  
Proof. Define following sequences of random variables: 
fdu~,o)(o9), for N(o9) I> n, 
d*(o9) 
[ d,(o9), for N(o9) < n; 
J'O, for N(o9)>~n, 
En*(O9) ~ 
E.(w), for N(o9) < n; 
f 1, for N(w) >/n, 
2*(o9) 
2,(o9), for N(og) < n; 
= (I f i2,  
i=k i=k 
(5) 
(6) 
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Thus, we have 
Note that 
V d~'+, < 2~' max(d~', e~'). 
k 
e* ,0  in probability, because en ,0  
N---~ o0 n--*OD 
in probability. Iterating inequality (7) n times one obtains 
d*+l<~ * • • • • • max(J~,odo, Jn,oeo . . . . .  J.,~e~ ) = max(J*odo, max J*ie*). 
O~i~n " 
Denote 
n 
a~=maxJ* .e .  * and e=sup~k2* .  
O~l~n n,t ~ n~k .= 
n, k 
By the regularity assumption of {d~} we get 
• * ,0  a.s. Jn, odo ~-.~ 
(7) 
on the set A we have 
by the definition of J.,k. 
As 
) \  
> ~- max J,, ,e, >~, l  P(Afl{a~./~ ~})=P~AN (l(~o,,,. *' * 
J} 
~< P(A N~ 1 max J * .e '  
(O~O<i~n n,t t 
where we denoted 
The last inequality in expression (8) holds because of the definitions of e* and J*~. Consider the 
following sequence of random variables: 
Yn qn = max J. ,e;, 
' O~i~n_qn " 
where {q.} is the sequence considered in assumption (2). We have 
Ynqn=Jnn_qn+l  max J~-qn,:i 
, , O~i~n_qn 
supJ. k<oo a.s. and l imsupek<oo 
n)k  ' 
limsup{n_.~o o .~n-q.max J . -q . , ie i}<~ a.s. 
on A. 
Thus on the set A, Y.,qn~0 a.s. This however, implies that 
Hence, we have 
/ "-q'B.,i) P(n N) 
,0. 
p(s.,,). 
imn-qn+ I 
Thus it remains to show that {aT.} tends to zero in probability on the set A. Take any 6 > 0. We 
have 
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Thus, in order to prove the stochastic onvergence of {d,}, it remains to show that 
6'. = ~ P(B.,i) ~ 0 as n ~ oo. 
i=n-qn+l  
We, obviously, have 
(7. ~< q. max P(B.,3. 
n--qn~i<~n 
Hence, by assumption (2) the convergence in probability of the sequence d, has been established. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 3 
Let {d.} be a regular M-process with speed coefficients {2.} and majorant {E.}. If it is known 
that 
lim sup d. < ~ a.s. 
and conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2 are satisfied then 
d. ) 0, in probability. 
Proof. Let K be a random variable such that 
Vd.<~K. 
n 
Put 
Consider min(d., K*). We have 
K*=max sup 2i ,1 K. 
\\.>~k 
min (d. + 1, K*) ~< rain (max(2.d., 2.E.), K*) = max(min(A.d., K*), min (2.E., K*)). 
As d. ~< K we have 2.d. ~< 2.K ~< K*. Hence, 
min (d. + 1, K*) ~< 2. max (min(d., K*), rain (E., K*/2.)). 
As lim inf 2. > 0 then lim sup min(E., K*/2.)< oo a.s. hence, min(d., K*) is a regular M-process 
and 
min(e., K*/2.) ,0, 
n~oo 
in probability. 
Q.E.D. 
3. APPLICATIONS OF THE M-PROCESS CONCEPT 
In this section we prove two important heorems, useful in the analysis of stochastic approxi- 
mation procedures with dependent disturbances. In particular we prove Theorems 3 and 3' cited 
in Ref. [4, this issue, pp. 951-972]. 
Theorem 3 
Let {d.}, {h,}, {g,}, {6.}, {7.}, n t> 0, be sequences of nonnegative random variables. Let {/~.} be 
a sequence of positive reals. If 
(1) Vkt,>0; ~ /z.=oo; #. 
n- -0  
(2) lira inf 6. > 0 a.s. ~.~. 
(3) lira ~.~. -- 0 a.s., 
)0, 
n-*oo  
,0  a.s., 
n--* oo 
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and 
(4) Vd~+, ~<[(1 -26 , i t ,+ i t~n)d~ + +it, g,d,+itnh, a.s. 
then {d,} is a regular M-process with speed coefficients {x/1 - 6~#, + ITS,} and majorant {e,}, where 
{e,} is a sequence of  positive roots of  the equation 
6,e~ - g.e. - h, = 0. (9) 
Proof Let N be such a random index that 
V 1 - 26,it, + #2T, > 0. 
n~N 
As 6,it,--*0 a.s. and #,y,--*0 a.s. we have P(N < ~)  = 1. Consider the following double inequality 
for n >/N: 
26.it. + It,T,)d, + It, g~d, + It, h, ~< (1 2 2 - -- 6,it, + It,Y,)d,.d~+, ~< (1 : 2 
It is true if 
- 6.it.d~ + It.g.d. + It.h. <~ 0 or. equivalently when d. >/e,, 
where e, is a positive root of  equation (9). Consider now the case when d. < e,. We get 
2 2 - = - 6,it, + It,Y,)e, d2+ ~ ~< (1 26,it, + It,T,)e, + It.e.g, + It, h, (1 2 2 
by the definition of  e,. 
Thus, in both cases we have 
where 
V d~+, ~<;t, max(d~,e~) a.s., 
n ;~ N 
~.  = 1 - 6 . i t ,  + I t~r, .  
As #,y .~0 a.s. there exists a random index no such that for n >/no, 6. > It.y.a.s. because 
lim inf 6. > 0 a.s. 
As #,6,--.0 and #,y,--*0 we have 2, ~< 1 for n >/ 
index. Hence, 
sup f l  
n>k iffik 
Moreover,  , 
As lim inf 6. > 0 a.s. and 
f i21  ~< exp I 
nff i0 
nl, where nl is some finite with probabil ity 1 random 
).i < oo a.s. 
n l --i~ffiO I t i (6 i  - -  I t iT i )  " 
• it i  = 00 , 
iffiO 
tO a.s. 
.~oo  
we have 
exp - ~ Iti(6i - ItiTi) 
I._ iffiO 
Hence, {d,} is a regular M-process. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 4 
Assume conditions (1)-(4) of  Theorem 3. If  
h. tO a.s. and g. tO a.s. then d. tO a.s. 
n-*ao 
Proof Obvious. 
C.A.M.W.A. 13/12--E 
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Corollary 5 
Assume conditions (1)-(4) of Theorem 3. If both sequences {h.} and {g.} tend to zero in 
probability and sequence {#.} is chosen in such a way that 
#i n ~  ~ O0, 
i=n- -qn  
where the sequence of integers is such that q. <~ n/2 and 
V q. sup (P(gk > 6) + P(h k > 62)) , O, 
t~>0 k ;~ n /2 n-~oo 
then 
d. ,0 
in probability on the set 
A = {co: lim supg. < oo} fq {co: lim sup h. < oo}. 
Proof  The above corollary is an elementary consequence of Theorem 2 (assume q. ~ n/2). 
One can generalize Theorem 3 by weakening assumptions concerning sequence {6.}. It is not 
difficult to notice that the condition lira inf 6. > 0 is rather difficult to check. It turns out that if, 
for example, each 6. is integrable one can assume only that 
lim sup iim sup ~ I lim.~ooinf E6. > 0 and . . . . . .  I =. #~(6i - E6i) < oo a.s. 
It will be shown later that the above condition can be very easily checked. More precisely, the 
discussed generalization of Theorem 3 is as follows. 
Theorem 3' 
Suppose conditions (1), (3) and (4) of Theorem 3 are satisfied. Suppose further that sequence 
{6,} is such that it can be decomposed in the following way: 
v 6. = 6;,+ 
n 
where 
l iminf 6 ' .>0 a.s. # .6~0 a.s. 
m 
lim sup lira sup ~ #i&~' < oo a.s. 
n~Qo m-*~ i=n 
lim sup[#~6~'[ < 1/2, 
i-)oO 
then {d.} is a regular M-process with speed coefficients 
and majorant {e./~/-~.} where, {£.} is a positive root of the equation 
. ,  ,, e.6. exp (2#.6.) -- E.g. exp (#.6" +, -- h.M.  +, = 0 
and 
Proof  Denote 
M. -- lim sup exp -2  #i6 ~' . 
m~oo \ i=n  / 
p( 2~ 6;/ M. m = ex - #t ' • 
\ i=n  / 
(10) 
(11) 
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Let N1 be such a random index that for n > NI [p,,6~l < 1/2. By the appropriate assumption 
P(NI < ~) -- 1. As Izn6~--,0 and/z,y,~0, we have for n > max(N, Nt), 
tl 2 2 2 d2+ I ~ exp(-- 2/~,6n)d, + ( -  2~,6~ + 7,#,)d, + l~,g.d, + p~hn. (12) 
where N is a random index such that for n > N (1 -  2p,6, +/z~,) t> 0. We will show that 
M~d2~ is M-process. Denote for simplicity d* = v/-M,d,. Multiply both sides of expression (12) 
by M~+l m > n + 1. We get 
M, + i(d, + 1)2m ~< M~'+ ld 2 exp (-2/z.6") + (-2/z,6.' + #,7,)2 d,M,: "+1 + #,g,d, M,'+ t + Iz.h,M,m+l 
2 m / n = d.M, [1 - 2#.6, exp(2/z.6.) + #~, exp (2#,3~)] 
u m 2 m m +/z,g, exp(/~,6n) M~/~-,~-~-~l,"+ l ~/d,M, + #.h,M.+t. 
Denote 
g*=g,~exp( /z ,6" ) ;  h*=h,M.+~; 6*=6',exp(2/~,6~); y*=y,  exp(2~,6~). 
Let m-~ ~.  We then get 
(d*÷ I )  2 ~ (1  2/Zn6n* * 2 * 2 * * , -- +7, p,)(d,) +#.g,d.  +p,h,.  
Thus by Theorem 3{d*} is a regular M-process. We will show that {dn} is also a regular M-process. 
By the definition of a regular M-process we have 
3 V Id2+lg,+ll~<&, 2 2 max(d,M,. E,). (13) 
Nn>N 
, 2 where A, = 1 -#,6*  + 7,/~, and E, satisfies equation (11). Dividing both sides of expression (13) 
by M, + t and defining 
M, 
M.+l 
we get 
d2+l ~- ~.n* max(d~,  e~/M, ) .  
Hence, it remains to show that {d,} is regular. First, note that 
M, -- lim sup exp -2  •i6;' = exp -2  l im~ /zt6;' • 
m--~oo ~ iffin "ffi 
Next notice that 
[ lY / In+,/~,6 ~' l) 
As 
supr i~<~ and exp -2  /~6[' ~<exp 2 #~6;' <~ 
n>t¢ I -k  t \ l - k  ] 
we have 
Further. we have 
As 
sup~A*<oo,>k a.s. 
~i ~? = M, [I ~-* M,+li-k ~i" 
Mn+l>~exp-21imsup ~/zi6;' >0 a.s. and 2i 
\ m~oo I t=n / ffi ..~o 
a.s. 
,0 a.s. 
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we have 
i=k  
Hence the regularity of {d.} has been shown. 
,OV. 
k 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 
Note that Theorems 3 and 3' and their proofs suggest hat following statements can be made. 
Under suitable assumptions concerning the sequences {6.}, {Y.} and {#.}, processes {d.} satisfying 
relationships 
m-- I  
a.+'<"(1-6.#.+#2.7.)dm+#. E (') ' m g .d .+#.h ,  m=3,4  . . . .  , 
i=1  
are regular M-processes. 
As for m = 2 such a property assures Theorems 3 and 3' and for m = 1 such theorems can be 
easily obtained from Theorem 3 and Y, one can prove the theorem stating that for any polynomial 
P of degree m process {d.} satisfying relationship 
P(d. + 0 ~< (1 - 6.#. + #27.)P(d.) + #.Q(d.)g. + #.h., 
where Q is a polynomial of degree at most m-  1, is a regular M-process provided certain 
conditions concerning {6.} {7.}, {#.} hold. Next one could try to substitute polynomials by 
functions which can be approximated by polynomials and in that way extend the class of 
M-processes. We are not going however, to follow that way. Instead we will present some 
applications of the proved theorems. 
Corollary 6 
Let {x.}, {b.} be two sequences of nonegative random variables such that 
x .+14(1- -#. )x .+#.b . ,  ni>0, 
where {#.} is the sequence of positive reals such that 
~#~=o% #.•(0 ,1 ) .  
i=0  
Then {x.} is a regular M-process with speed coefficients {1 -#. /2}  and majorant {2b.}. 
Proof Apply Theorem 3, taking d. 2 = x., g. = 0, 7. = 0, h. = b., 6. = 1/2. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 2 
{x.} is also a regular M-process with speed coefficients {1 -E/~.} and majorant {bd(1 -E)} for 
any e e (0, 1). 
This follows, not explicitly from the statement of Theorem 3 but mainly from its proof. 
The above corollary is an example which shows that in order to guarantee the convergence of 
{x.} to zero with probability 1 it is not necessary to assume that 
~#~<oo and ~#ib~<~ a.s. 
i=O i=0  
It is well-known that the above conditions guarantee convergence of {x.} to zero. A theorem 
generalizing that remark will be proved. It will not only guarantee the convergence of the 
appropriate sequence of random variables but also estimate the rate of speed of convergence of 
the appropriate sequence to zero due to Theorem 1. 
Theorem 3" 
Assume conditions (1)--(4) of Theorem 3. If sequences {#.} and {7.} are such that 
~#h' i<m a.s. 
i=0  
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and moreover, series 
~/~igi and ~ #~ht converge a.s. 
iffiO l=O 
then {d~ + KG. + H.} is a regular M-process with speed coefficients {1 -/~.6. +/~.}  and majorant 
{(26.- #.~.)(KG. +H.)/6.}, where K is bounded with probability 1 random variable and 
G.= ~ #,g,, H.= ~ #,h,. 
t fn  i fn  
Proof Notice that for sufficiently large n we have 
d2+ 2 2 #.h. - 2#.6.d 2 ~< (1 + #.7.)d. + #.g.d. + #.h.. (,) I ~< (1 + l~.~.)d. + #.g.d .  + 2 2 
Using inequality d. ~< 1 + d. 2 and our assumptions, one obtains immediately that 
lira sup d. < oo a.s. 
Hence, there exist a random variable K such that 
Vd.~</C 
n 
Now add KG. + 1 + H. + 1 to both sides of expression (,). One gets 
d2.+, + KG.+~ + H.+~ <~ (1 - 26./~. +/z2.y.)(d2 + KG. + H.) + KG. + H. 
-- (1 -- 2p.6. + #2.?.)(KG. +H.) 
~<(1 2 2 - 26.#. + #.y.)(d. + KG. + H.) +/t.(26. - kt.h.)KG. + H.). 
Let N be a random index such that for n > N, 6. > 0 and 6. >/~,7. a.s. One obtains from Theorem 
3 that, for n > N, {d2. + KG. + H.} is a regular M-process with speed coefficients { 1 - 6./~. + #~.} 
and majorant {E. 2} which satisfies the following equation: 
6.e2. - (26. - U.),.)(KG. + H.) = O. 
Q.E.D. 
4. STRONG LAWS OF LARGE NUMBERS AS EXAMPLES OF 
CONVERGENCE THEOREMS CONCERNING REGULAR M-PROCESSES 
We will be concerned now with processes of the form 
__ a iX i+ l  a i and #iX i+ 1, 
iffi0 i iffi0 
where {al} and {/~,} are sequences of positive reals and {X,} is a sequence of random variables. We 
will show that there exists a close relationship between processes of this form, provided 
#i = ai aj. 
J 
Lemma 1 
Let {~.}.~o be any sequence of positive reals such that ~ = 1, 0 < ~. < 1, then there exists a 
sequence of positive reals such that ao = 1 and 
#. = a. ai. (14) 
l i=O 
Proof We will show that sequence 
an=l.t. (1--/~,), n=l ,2 , . . . ,  (15) 
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satisfies the lemma. First, notice that 
n = 2, 3 . . . .  and al = 1/(1 - /~1)  - 1. 
Hence, we have 
~ai=l+ ~ai=lfiN__z(l-lti), 
i=0  i=1  
thus 
[ i= l  
/ t  n = a n a i .  
l i=O 
Definition 2 
Any sequence of positive reals {/~.}.;,o such that ~ = 1;/~.e(0, 1) is called normal. 
Definition 3 
Let {/~.} be a normal sequence. A sequence {a.} such that a0 = 1 and 
Pn = an a~ 
l i fO  
is called sequence associated with normal sequence {ju.} and we write: {~.} = {an}. For example, 
and so on. We have the following. 
Lemma 2 
Let {~.} be normal sequence. Let {~} - {a.} then 
i=0  i=0  
Proof. Consider partial sums: 
Sm,.=~/~;  m>n.  
i=n  
By Weterstras's inequality, we have 
Jm,.=fi(1-10>>-l-Sm,., m>n>l .  
On the other hand, we have 
Jm,,, = ~=o ai ai. 
i i 
Thus, letting m--} oo we get 
This however, proves that 
As 
~/t i=  oo 
. iffiO 
by the definition of {a~}. 
then 
or ~/~i>1,  n - l ,2  . . . . .  
i=0  
r iO -P , )  ,0, i.e. 1/~a,---}O 
i=  1 n~oo ] i=0  
Q.E.D. 
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Let {X.}~., be any sequence of random variables. Fix the normal sequence {It.}~-o. Define the 
following sequence of random variables: 
.~.= ~ a,X,+, a,; n =1,2 . . . .  , where {~.}={a.}.  
i=0  i 
Sequence {,~.} will be called a sequence of averages of {X.} with respect o'the sequence {It,}. 
We will also consider the following sequence: 
i/ i £.= x, a,. i f f i l  i 
It is easy to note that {~.}n ~. l is the sequence of averages of {X~/as_ i} with respect o {It.}. It is 
so because 
n- t  X ,+~/n~l  
X. = ~., a ,~/  2., a,. 
i=0  ai [ iffio 
Note also that 
It is easy to notice that 
and 
for 
X' .=X.  i f  I t ,= l / ( i+ l ) ,  i=0 ,1  . . . . .  
~.+ t = (1 - I t . ) .Y .  + I t .X .+,  (16) 
"~'. + t = (1 - -  #. ) .~.  + I t .X .+ t/a. (17) 
n- t  n - t  
a, a,X,+ t 
.~.+1 ~a iX i+t /~a i  i=o i=0 a. =(1 It.)A~.+#.X.+ = = - -  t- - -7- - -  X .  +,  - I- 
/=o /=o, a, 2ai ~a, 
i=0  i=0 i=0 
From expressions (16) and (17) it follows that {l:l'.l} and {].~'.[} are M-processes with speed 
coefficients {(1-E#.)} and majorants {IX.[/(1-e)} and {[X.+,l/[a.(1-Q]} respectively. In 
particular, if 
~ Iti= oo 
iff i0 
then they are regular and we have 
['lira sup[.~'.l ~< lim sup[X.[/(1 - e) 
' ] lira sup [ ~'.[ ~< {lim sup IX. +, I/a.}/(1 - e). 
Further, we obtain the following generalization of Kronecker's lemma. 
Lemma 3 
Let {X.} be sequence of random variables. Let {/4,} be a normal sequence of reals and let 
{~} = {a.}. Let {A'.} be the sequence of averages of {X.} and {~'.} be the sequence of averages 
of {X. + l/a.} with respect o {it.}. Assume the following conditions: 
(1) ~=oo;  
iffiO 
(2) series ~ g,Xi+, converges a.s.; 
i -0  
(2') series It~X,+,/at= Xt+l aj converges a.s.; 
t -0  i 
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Then, if conditions (1) and (2) hold, {[Xn + Mn[} is a regular M-process with speed coefficients 
{1 -E#n} and majorant {[gnl/(1 -E)} for each E f(0, 1), where 
Mn = ~ #iXt+ I. iffin 
If conditions (1) and (2') hold, {l~'n + Mn[} is a regular M-process with speed coefficients { 1 - E#~} 
and majorant IMnl/(1- E) for E E(0, 1), where 
i~I,,= fi #,Xi+,/ai. 
Proof Add M~+l and M~+l to both sides of expression (16). One then obtains 
[Xn+l + gn+,l = I(1 -#n)(Xn+Mn-Mn)+#nXn+, + gn+,l 
= I(1 - #n)Xn + #ngnl ~< (1 -- #n) IXn + gnl  + #n lg ,  I. 
Similarly, one obtains 
Then apply Corollary 6 of Theorem 3. 
Q.E.D. 
In particular, we obtain the so-called Kroneckers lemma. 
Lemma 4 
Let {b~}~=0 bea monotone sequence of reals, such that 
bn , O. 
n--) oo 
If the series 
fi bZIXi+l 
iffi0 
converges almost surely, then the sequence 
b=' ~ 
i= l  
converges to zero with probability 1. ({Xn} is a sequence of random variables.) 
Proof As {bn} is a monotone and increasing sequence of reals, there exists another sequence of 
positive reals {at} such that 
bn = ~ at. 
iffi0 
Note that one can consider only the sequences {bn} with b0 = 1 because otherwise one could 
consider the sequence {bn/bo}. Thus a0 = 1. Note that the sequence 
i - I  
is the sequence of averages of {Xn+ i/an} with respect to the sequence {#n} such that {#.} = {an}. 
Further, note that 
i~n  i~n  
As 
b. ) oo we have fi a i = (30 
n~oo iffiO 
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and this implies, by Lemma 2, that 
l=0  
By Lemma 3, we know that 12n + Mnl is a regular M-process with majorant ~rn/(1 -E).  Thus it 
converges to zero if ~r  converges to zero with probability 1. 
Q.E.D. 
As an almost immediate consequence of Lemma 4 we have the following interesting theorem. 
Theorem 4 
Let {Xn}~= ~be any sequence of random variables. Let {#n}~=0 bea normal sequence of reals and 
let {~} = {an}. Let {~n} be sequence of averages of {Am} with respect o {#n}. Then, the series 
~ #iXi+, 
i=0  
converges with probability 1 iff ~n~0 a.s. with probability 1 and the series 
i=O 
converges a.s. 
Proof. Lemma 3 guarantees that ~n~0 a.s. thus it remains to show that the series 
i=0  
converges a.s. 
Consider identity .(16), for n = 1, 2 . . . . .  N. If we add obtained equalities together we get 
N N 
--Yn + )7~+,-  E #iX,'+t = E #iXi  • (18) 
i=n i=n 
As 
we have 
,0 a.s., - ,0 and #iXi+l N . . . .  
iffi~n ]AiYilN .... ~0 
The last property implies however, that the series 
i=O 
converges with probability 1. 
From identity (18), we get 
Hence, 
a.s .  
imply 
N N 
E lAiz~i+l=YN+l--~n~'- E #iYi. i=n i=n 
I o ~n ,0 a.s and #;X' ~.n~ n~oo i=n 
i~n #,X,+, 
N,n~ oo 
,0 a.s. 
a.s .  
Q.E.D. 
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Corollary 7 
I f  lira supla~,l < ~ a.s. and 
n -"* or) 
then 
i=O 
lim sup lim sup ~ Xt+ iIAi < oo a.s. 
tl--~ oo m~oo i =. 
Proof The proof follows immediately from identity (18). 
As an application of Theorem 4 we will present now a theorem from which one can derive many 
different strong laws of large numbers. 
Theorem 5 
Let {X.} n/> 1 be a sequence of random variables uch that EX~ < ~.  Let {u.} be a normal 
sequence of reals and let {g.} = {a.}. Let {)7.} be the sequence of averages of {X.} with respect 
to {/~.}. If  
(1) ~/~i = oo 
i f f i0 
and 
(2) the series 
2 2 ~iEXi+l < ~ and # i ~  Ex/-E-~/2< oo 
i=0  i=0  
However, the series 
~, I~bi 
i=O 
converges if the series mentioned in assumption (2) converge. 
As the corollaries we obtain two possible strong laws of large numbers. 
Corollary 8 
Let { IT.} be a sequence of random variables uch that 
var (Y.) ~< a 2 < oo and for 
and 
then 
E>O 
[covar(Y., Ym)[ <<- O(1/ln2+'(ln -- m[ + 1)) n # m, 
N 
O',-EY,) ,o a.s .  
Q.E.D. 
converge, then 
Y. ,0  a.s. 
n~oo 
Proof We have ~.+ t = (1 - #.)~.  +/~.X. + ,. Taking squares of both sides of this identity we get 
2 2 2 ~.+,  = (1 -- U.)2a~.2 + 2#.X. +,(1 - /Qav .  + lz.X.+, 
df 
~< (1 -- g.)£2 + #.(#.av2 + 2(1 -- g.)~.X.+ ~ + g..Y~ + l) = (1 -- g . )~ + #.b.. 
We apply now Theorem 4 and deduce that almost sure convergence of the series 
~gibi implies .~. .-,~ )0 a.s. 
i=0  
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Proof. We have 
E (Y i -  <<.tr2/n + (2/n2) ~ O(1/ln2+'(li - J l  + 1)) 
i - I  1 j f f i i+ l  
n 
= a2/n + (2/n 2) ~jO(1 / ln2+' ( j  + 1)) ~ O(1/ln2+'(n + 1)). 
1 
Take Xi = Y~-  EYi  and apply Theorem 5. 
We have 
EX2+ l/i 2 <~ ~ t72/n 2 < 00 
1 1 
and 
_l ~ x / -~ << 2 n O(1/lnt+'/2(n + 1))< ~.  
i /'/ 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 9 
Suppose {Y,} is a sequence 
var(Yn) ~< O(n~), ~ < 1/2, then 
Proof. We have 
of  random variables mutually uncorrelated and such that 
1 
(Y, Er,)  , O. 
n i= 1 n~oo 
1 n EYe) 2 E n i~ l (Y i -  ,-~ (1/n 2) ,=, O(n~)~O(1/n l -~) .  
Take Xn = Yn-  EYn and apply Theorem 5. We obtain 
1 2 2_< n~/20(l/nl/2-~/2)/n O(1/n 3/2-') < oo 
1 n 1 1 
if only g<1/2 .  
Q.E.D. 
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